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Abstract
The structurd ingular value p nnse the robustn of uncertain
SYstems. Nuumerous researchers ovar the last decade have worked on
developing ;efficien methods forc T paper con the

copext of calulti ZZfal sied ra/cope unetit
in thefraaewcork cCUIpIexityUWEyo.U pbabrtclr it
is pdovw that the pu *recomm-'dm either rea or ed

is NP- T. hbat it i
3 strongl~~ysuget tht Vafutile to bwmn exac methods for a t enea em with

pure realto mixed ucranyfor other thani nail1 problems.
1 Introduction

Robust stability and performance anlysis with real parametric and
dynamic uncertainties can be naturally formuated as a structured sinu-
lar valu(orj problem,where the bloc structured unertainty de
thon is algoW to contain both reel and complex blocks. It iass
that the reader is familar with this type of robustne analyse, as space
constraints preclude c this her For a collection of papers de-
scribing the engneeigmoatio and the computational
see [3] and the rernc cotaind within.

In this paper we determine the computational omplexity ofp calcu-
lation with aether pure real or mixed ra/oomplex unrtait. apply
computational complexity thory, we formulate p calcul "at Sa e-
nition problm (a y or 'no' problm>. We show that this riti
problem is NP-had, ie. at leas - had - the NP-complete

The exact con of a problem being NP-complte is sill a
fundamental open quesion in the theory of computtional coplexity,
and we refer te reade to Garey and Johnn 15 for an in dephtreha-
meat of the subect. Howeve, it i generally accepted that a probl
being NPo mplete means that it cannot be computed m polynomial
time in the wr case. It is important to note th being NP-complee
is a property of the poblem itelf, not of any particular aith The
fact that the mi p problem is NP-hard strongly est ,
any algorithm to compute p, there will be probl for which the algo
rithm cannot find the an in polynomial time.

The terminolo of computtioa complexity theory is used exten-
sively in this pap. Te definitim for NP-omplete, NP-hard, recog-
nition problem, and other trms a with those m the well-knawn
textbooks by Gaey and Johon 15Twd Papaimitrion and Steiits

The proofs are simple. First we show that indefinite quadratic pro-
grammingt can be cast as a p problem of "roughly" the same siz. Since
the recognition problem for indefinite quadratic programming is NP-
complete, the p recognitio problem must be NP-hard.
Nomenclature Matrices are upper case; vectors and scalars are lower
cas. t is the set of read numbers; C is the set of complex numbers; 2 is
the set of integers; and Q is the set of rationals. r(A) is the umamum
singular value of matrix A and Ih is the r x r identity matrix. Define
the set A of block diagonal perturbations by
A E {diag{6s1f;Ira;1,,dI,&'d+i4&, * . 64dIr t+

Ibc

AER.6J E C,A,. ECVI%Zri=n}. (1)

Let M E C'x5. Then p&M) is defned as

{ 0ifthere does not exist A E A such that det(I -MA) 0,
( , () Idet(I - MA) = -i otherwie.

(2)
Without lose of generality we have taken M aim each subblock of A to
be square.
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2 Computational Complexity of p Calculation
We first show that ntnitequadratic prpzm ng a spe case

of ai prblm Let z,P,bi b E a AE ¶, and ce R. Define the

max IrTA, + pTr+e, (3)

where A can be indefinite. In the folowing theorem, we cast the above
problm as a p problem.
Tproem2a.1 (QP Polynomially Reduces to p)De$n

r o 0
M= kA w kA+9o] (4)

2TA +pT WT f.At+ 7T +c
A={diagrldi.. I,,s,-90,6?:6 1 E -R;6'E C}, (5)
L = diagA ,ba , 6r *^s. 6r%+ll 6itER } (6)

2(b +b'), w= l(b. - b). (7)
Then p(M) = MA(M), and

p4M)> k CMa IzTAz +pTz+ cI >k. (8)hIS's'.
This implies that tke indefisite qdratic progra ) polynomially re-
duces to both a relu pprobem, sad£ mized roblm
Prooft The proof is triialfor k= 0,soassume > 0. The idea is
to treat the constrats as uncertainty and the objectie fnc as the
performance objective of a robust prformance problem (see Doyle [4]
for a description of the robust performance problem). The constraint set
is

x? lbi < x < b,, } = { | = t + AYw; A = d*iag .... 6' ]1<;F E ~> l

For convenience, define an artificial output y E 1Z and an artificial input
d E 22. The the quadratic programming problem can be written as the
block diapam in Fig. 1. Block diagram ipulations give us the blok
diagram i Fig. 2, where we have augmented the block digram with a
perforhance block 6i. The optimization objective is the input-output
relationshp between d and y. Defie Au = diag[A' A'], N by

N
N [2 AF0 At 1

N=N2t N" - o xap.c

2TA+9-T ~ I(10)
and the linear fractional transormation (LFT) F.(N, Au) by

F,,(N, Au) = N2 + Nn1AU(l - NiIAU)-'Nn2. (11)
Since det(I-N IAU) =1, the inver in (11) is we defiDed. We have
max IZTAx+PTz+cl= max JF.(NAu)H= max W(F3(M,Au)).

(12)
Since pAu(Mn1) = 0 < k, we can apply the robust performance theorem
of Doyle [4] to give (8). Since F.(M,Au) has no dynamics and is x 1,
the complex perturbation 6e can be replaced by a real peturbation.

It can easily be shown that the p problem in (8) is descibed by
less than four times the number of parameters of the quairatic program.
QED.
Remark 2.2 Thm. 2.1 can be gencraizd to handle genera linXer con-
strints instead of the simple ones in (S). Any unbounded la r con-
utreits kcan be conaved through a blnear trasform to boded lar
constraints. All bonded lner constrint can be treated as uncertain#-
the details ae kft to te reader. Unfortnately, for gmersd lar con-
struuns the nwsish p probLem is zmprctically hIsc. Vim. 1.1 can
alo be modi to sohe the optimization promle that doea not have the
absoue vaske n the objtive. The ide is sim#ple: te marimizing r
de not deped on c, so chse c >0 vr large. Tien solve the resslt.
iu.5a4sog vale' p prblem. Th&e m r for tkis probem wil
solve the original probkm. Minimizatios can,be handled tas a.
ily as maximizations-choose c <0 vr large in mafnitsle and sole
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the rsuting ahs e le pp m. We do no sho the details of
these geseralisations here bemuse the generaliy is not neede to prove
the mai relts of ti pwer.
Remark 2.SAsp noniar p m problem wit as LPT of and
xT as an objectiveand general wner contraint can be write as a block
ar l tha t of ig. 1. Te block diagrm cgs alwas be rearag

to be in the form of Fig. , where = FsJNIJWbu)dtwith a de
N and Au0. This blok diagram hks gn euivaLent p probkLe.Trfr,
any nonlner pogm om with an LIT of z Sad J as a
objective sand general lineer constraints cmn be cast as a p problem It
is not cler how to efficiently write -a ginsonliner (e.g. pomial)
objective as sa LIT in terms of asnd T wept for the opewifc cses of
linear and quadrat o . But we hav - metods for sv
liner n qudratic (at lst n the dcfiic ad Semi-dCefii c )
ogras-wd migt e interest is tems of c tation woul

to solve omio w moredicut objeief ti . The well&
knows l sad s (see Yo t at .1] for summ )
comon ud to appr_ximate p a s of
"LPT' cp Tke z t ci tic vane of the
lower bound "at be calculted from the prub tio ta achieve the
lower boud fnm (7), (7), and (9). Th er in thc objecti in sung
r from the lower boud algorithm insteam of thc optimal is so reater
than the differnce betwee the upper ad low bowas.

To apply computational complexity theory, we must write the cal-
culation of p as a i probem (a 'y or no' problm). Conider
u with M E Qx'¶k E Q, and mie ra/co l unctainty blocs.
Define the recoition problemt 'Isp>k = 'Does there exit a
perturbation of magitude k-1 that 'detabil' the system?"

The next lemma is essentially fo Murty and Kabdi [6]. This
paper is important because it is the first to use the niqus of discete
combinatorial complexity thery to study the com ptatiouAl difficlty of
continuous optimization problema.

Consider d, E Q for i = 0 to n, and k E Q. Define the following
nonconvex quadratic program

q:= max (dizi - do +e ti(-ri). (13)

Lemma 2.4 (NP-Completenes of Indefinite QPs) The,rec ition
problem 'Isq>kFi N omplt.
Proot Murty and Kahadi [61 sow that this poblem s NP-hard
Vavasis [101 shows that the problem isinlP. QED.

The folloing theorem state that the p recognition problem is NP-
hard.
Theorem 2.5 (NP-Hardness of p Recognition) 4 withgen^erl per.
turbation strutur an genea M is NP-hard.
Proof: The indefinite program (13) can be written as (3) through
multiplication and additions (- 0(n2) operations). This problem is
NP-complete by Lema 2.4, and the qu ati pr (3) polynomiallyreducesto ap problm by Thm. 2.1. This 4 i i eeral at let
difficult as indfinite quadratic programming, and is NP-hard. QED.

Though the general p recognito problem is NP-hard, special cue
(i.e. with restrictions on the structure or field ofM or A) may be simpler
to compute. For example, when the M matrix is restricted to be rank
one, the calculation of p has sublinear growth in problem size, irrespec-
tive of the- perturbation structure [l.

The case where p has only real perturbations has received an espe
cially large amount of attention in the p calculation literature. The next
result states that p recogition is NP-hard for this case.
Theorem 2.6 (NP-Hardness of Real p Recognition) 4 is NP-Aird
when M and the perturbtion are estred to be rest
Proof: Use-the real p problemof Thm 2.1 in the proof of Thim. 2.5.
QED.

Models for real systems always have unmodeled dynamics asociatd
with -hem. Unmodaed dynamics corespond to haeingat l one
complex uncertainty whick esters nontriiy in the p probm. The
next resuit sates that p reognition is NP-hard for th pracically-
motivated class of problems.
Theorem 2.7 (NP-Hardnezs of Mixed pA Recognition) Let A con-
sist of both rei and complez perturbtion. Arrange at perturbations is
A = diag{,AAu2l such tht 4 consists of pure rel perturbationsad
A2 conUist ofpc compler Pertuirtion. Paition Ml compatibly, i.c.

M MMt AM12 whee AM)2 p2,(31:) pMn) are We-
LM1 Mn j

defined. Consider the cass of p probemu for which pa&,(Mn) < P4M).
4 is NP-hard for class of proilems.
Proof; Ulse the mixed p problem of Thim 2.1 in the proof of Thim. 2.5.
QED.

The evalation problem "Whatis p?" is at least as difficult to solve
as the recognition problem "Isp > kT', since the solution of the recog-
nition problem immediately follows om the solution to the evaluation
problem.

3 Comparisow with Previous Resuts
It can be shown bom reults of Rohn and Poljak and Demml [9, 21

that the recognition problm for a special ae of computing p with only
is NP-complete. This implies that the p recognition

for both the pure real and general cas are NP-hard (Thi. 2.5
and 2.6).

In tk pwe use a contrl ara to studyig the computa-
h T09 of p. The proos use only simple linear algebra-the

a i [9, inlv tr mi to the "max-cut roblem".
Thin. 2.2 w tbInchuucompk"tat ( Ohis ppestobZbetter behaved y,see[1 i

mdo t remve the NP-hardness, from the
taken in this paper. Tis reslt import e praccaly-

motivated anprblmrin this clam.
Another imme"d-iamte result (follos from [7) of this pape is that pa

recognition remains NP-hard whe the clm o problems is restricted to
those in whi i acontiauo f tion of M.

4 Conclusion
TheTmain resls srongly xugges that it is futile to p e xct
mh e aulatm#gojmal systems with pue real or mixed
% polyawl p m In pa l, one s d notaelxt tha a ei real at

Tniznda w kh eacty hs results do not mean, however,
that p artlwenot e Practical algthms for other
NP-hard - exis _, b y ~ .
hranch-and-hwxmin, .eor local e hf5, rets fYoungeta IIIstonlysggest that a ammiatadtee techniques whic taes into
account the structure of the p c In poblem cal yield an algonthm
which aoximatesp polynomial time for typical problems.
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Fig. 1: Equivalent Block Diagram for Quadratic Programming
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Fig.2Quadaticrogramings a Robustne e d

Fi. 2: Quadratic Programming as aRLobustues Problem
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